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Effectiveness of Sensor-Based Media to Improve Referee Education

Indra Kasih, Eva Faridah, Samsuddin Siregar, Sabaruddin Yunis Bangun, Albadri Sinulingga

Abstract

The purpose of this research is to produce a new product in the form of censorship media and video assistant referee (VAR) in assisting referee leadership in a championship to achieve fair play. This research uses the Research and Development (R&D) method from Sugiyono using ten steps. The place of research was carried out at the All-Indonesian Volleyball Association, Deli Serdang Regency. The population and sample in this study were 36 Deli Serdang Regency volleyball players with a small sample of 6 people, a large sample of 16, and a comparison sample of 14. For the referee sample, six nationally licensed and nine regional licensed referees. The results of this study include Net and VAR sensors used to develop a player error detection tool when smashing and blocking. The results are obtained from the data from expert validation, including: (1) Material experts 92.3% with the "Very Eligible" category. (2) Media Experts 92.5% with the "Very Eligible" category. In large-scale trials on referees and athletes, the resulting percentages were 90.8% and 92.7%, respectively, while in the comparison trial, the percentage produced was 92.5%.
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Introduction

The rapid advancement of science and technology cannot be denied that the innovation of various research is growing rapidly (Kaban, 2021; Smaldino, Lowther, & Russell, 2011; Tarman, 2016). The advancement of technological science or science and technology has helped various human activities in various activities (Alharthi & Zhang, 2021; An, 2021; Brigas, 2019; Fernández et al., 2019; Tarman & Dev, 2018), especially for the field of sports has been petrified in the field of training and matches (Ramli, 2021). Sports achievement is a sport that fosters and develops athletes in a planned, tiered, and sustainable manner through competitions to achieve achievements with the support of science and technology (Tangkudung & Wahyuningtyas, 2006).

Volleyballs are games over a rectangular field 9m wide and 18m long, bounded by a 5cm wide line. In the middle is installed a net that is 9.5 m long or as wide as a field stretched strong with a height of 2.43 m from the bottom specifically for men, while for women, the net's height is 2.24 m (Ahmadi, 2007). A referee certainly leads the volleyball game. The order of the match and the regularity of the competition are largely determined by the quality of the referee (Kasih, 2015). Volleyball referees are limited in age so that when it is time or the
age of more than 55 years will inevitably have to retire. A referee is only allowed to be aware of his class. District/city referees are not allowed to referee provincial level matches, then provincial level referees are not allowed to be aware of the national level and as well as possible. The level of volleyball stewards issues the referee's certificate. The District / City PBVSI Board issues the certificate of district/city level referee, and then the provincial level referee the certificate is issued by the Provincial PBVSI Board (Siregar, 2008).

Referees in officiating a match are monitored by the SRC (Special Referee Commission) to assess the performance of referees, linesmen, scores on the field (Bisagno & Morra, 2018). A referee must have a good performance following applicable refereeing rules. Based on field observations, the referees still get many protests from the players and coaches due to controversial decision-making because volleyball matches in Indonesia have not used technology that can help referees in decision making when officiating a match, especially at the district/city level.

Therefore, VAR technology was supported with net sensors to see all errors in front of the net to facilitate referees in making decisions towards professional referees assisted by VAR technology. From the discussion above, researchers developed assistive media with VAR technology tools added with net sensors titled "Development of Media Devices Assists Volley Ball Refereeing towards Fair Play Championship Results and Professional Referees." The study increases the effectiveness and accuracy of referees making decisions in a match. It is an innovation in the form of a video assistant referee (VAR) tool coupled with sensors placed between two nets in volleyball matches that are more effectively used during matches.

a. For volleyball referees, it is expected from this development to be one of the evaluation materials for referees to improve the quality in officiating a match.

b. For athletes, increase confidence in the referee to lead his match as fairly as possible

**Literature**

Research and development methods or, in English, Research and Development, are used to produce a particular product and test the effectiveness (Borg & Gall, 2003). To be able to produce a particular product used by research that is a needs analysis and tests the effectiveness of the product in order to be able to collect in the wider community, research is needed to test the effectiveness of the product, so research and development are longitudinal (gradually can multi-year) (Barisone, 2019). Research and development methods have been widely used in the fields of Natural Sciences and Engineering (Sugiyono, 2016). Almost all technological products include electronic devices, motor vehicles, airplanes, ships, weapons, medicines, medical devices, and others (Wijaya et al., 2020). However, development research can also be used in social sciences such as psychology, sociology, education, and management.

Media is everything that can be used to channel messages that can stimulate the occurrence of a work process (Ramli, 2021; Sanjaya, 2006). Media combines hardware and materials (software) that can be used as messages, people, materials, tools, techniques, and environments (Sumiyati, 2007). Media benefits include: 1) clarifying the presentation of the message, 2) Overcoming the limitations of space, time, and memory, 3) Objects can be
large and small, 4) Movement can be fast/slow, 5) Past events and complex objects, 6) The complex can be large/narrow, 7) Address the nature of the participants, and 8) creating experiential equations and heterogeneous participant perceptions (Aqib, 2013).

Volleyball play begins with a serve shot made by the right-back player (position 1) from the service area. At first, this service was considered a starting blow but developed into a powerful weapon to attack (Beutelstahl, 2016). Two teams play volleyball, each having six players on a 9-meter field and two pitches separated by a net (Viera & Ferguson, 1989). If the opposing team gets a serve, the opponent gets a number and is entitled to serve. The mistake of playing the ball is to lose the rally to get one number and be entitled to serve (Ahmadi, 2008). "Volleyball is a complex game that is not easy for everyone to do. Because the game of volleyball requires a reliable coordination of motion to do all the movements in the volleyball game" (Kalajas-Tilga et al., 2020).

Based on the expert opinion above, it can be concluded that volleyball is a game consisting of two squads of six players, with the beginning of hitting the ball to be passed over the net in order to get numbers, but each team can play three bounces to return the ball (Viera & Ferguson, 1989). The length of the volleyball field attack line = 3 meters. Volleyball court service area = 3 meters. The width of the line in the volleyball field = 5 meters. Volleyball field area = 162 square meters (18 x 9 meters) (Munasifah, 2009) (see Figure 1).

Organizing a volleyball event, organizers must consider various aspects to run successfully, including a qualified referee. The referee is the one who presides over the match from the beginning to the end of the game (Ba, 2005). The referee has the power over his assistants against both competing teams. The presence of referees is needed, especially in official match matches, and it is the referee who is authorized to punish in matches and the applicable rules (Ahmadi, 2007). Another opinion is the understanding that the referee mediates between two teams competing and upholds the rules and norms that exist to create a suitable play match (Sozen, 2012).

Matches are a measuring tool for sports achievement coaching. In particular, in volleyball, success in coaching achievements will be determined by success at a championship or match (Zetou et al., 2008). Volleyball clubs, through their coaches, settle the competition as the target of the coaching process. Before the top of the championship, there were already matches for trials to improve the team (Hakim, 2014). All matches require a
representative referee. In the rule book of the volleyball game (Ba, 2005), a referee in officiating a match must behave as follows:

1) Accurate in making decisions.
2) Understand why rules are made.
3) Be an efficient referee.
4) Make the match run smoothly and direct it to the end well.
5) Become an educator who applies rules to punish cheating and disrespectful people (Wang et al., 2009).
6) Promote the competition in a way, allowing spectacular elements to run smoothly, and athletes can do what is best to entertain the audience.

Volleyball referees have a level or level. The referee's career must be built level by level cannot jump. The referee's career is earned through training and upgrading activities. The level of refereeing is as follows: (1) District Referee, (2) Provincial Referee, (3) National Referee C, B, A, (4) International Candidate Referee, (5) International. To become a district referee, the candidate must undergo training with a load of 50 hours, then the Provincial referee takes 70 hours of training, and to the national level, it takes 110 hours of training. In presiding over a match, the referee must have a leadership and tough nature in facing the masses. This leadership can be achieved only when there is potential and training for development (Zetou et al., 2008). There are 22 hand gestures for referees and flag gestures for linesmen in the volleyball rule. The referee must memorize and apply according to the errors that exist on the field.

For this reason, it takes repeated exercises repeatedly for a long time (Ahmadi, 2007). In the volleyball rule, there are eight chapters. Volleyball refereeing discusses many things, following the rule of the game text file, official volleyball rules approved by the 32nd FIVB congress 2008.

VAR technology itself began to be glimpsed by many people after the technology was used in football events in world cup matches (Wijaya et al., 2020). This technology can indeed be very sophisticated, but one day there may be even more sophisticated developments from this technology (Ramli, 2021). The use of this technology in the world cup matches not only proves that the world's technological developments are indeed fast. VAR technology uses three letters spelling V A and R. V itself is interpreted by an abbreviation of the word Video (Gayathri et al., 2021). The second is A, and A is defined as an abbreviation of the word Assistant. The last is R which is Referee, so the VAR technology is the Video Assistant Referee (Choi & Johnson, 2005). VAR technology itself has often been used in football matches. The word assistant in the middle of the abbreviation is indeed associated with the technology's function in helping referees see and observe the course of a football match through a video. This technology is used to avoid fraud that usually occurs in the field (Riyana, 2007). VAR technology is a system of documentation or video replay. VAR technology itself is installed in various areas of the field. VAR technology results from an innovation made by IFAB or the International Football Association Board, testing it for seven years. The advantages of using VAR are as follows:

- Present more accurate data about a match to minimize miscommunication between the playing team, including the audience.
- Minimize the controversy over the referee's decision, resulting in displeasure about a referee because
some data and facts underlie his decision.

- Eliminate the perception that the referee is cheating because all decisions are taken according to actual conditions.

In a match, the difference in observation often occurs between referees, athletes, and coaches due to several factors: refereeing, athlete position, and coach position. Based on this weakness, a tool will be needed in solving the problem. Then this VAR also has weaknesses such as errors in the video that was aired, although it is claimed that all referees already know VAR well and the system used is sophisticated so it is indicated to harm one of the teams or wrong decision-making due to misjudgment of a video recording a match on the field so it again can be detrimental to one of the teams.

The VAR system focuses not just on an incident but in total the match, so the possibility of making a wrong decision is still very large (see Figure 2). Applying VAR must meet the steps of using VAR, namely: (1) Camera 1 placed on the net pole next to the referee one task from camera one to record events that occur around the net, (2) Camera 2 is placed on pole two at the referee's two tasks from camera two is to record from the opposite angle of camera one and record the events that occur from the opposite spoon, (3) Both cameras will store video that has been recorded and connected to the laptop, TV, and android. When the recording of errors that occur is needed to be replayed, then the recording results will be replayed to help the referee make a decision, (4) Net belugas sensor to read the errors that occurred on the net.

Figure 2. Video Assistant Referee

A sensor or laser is a semiconductor component that can produce coherent radiation seen by the eye in the form of an infrared spectrum when electrified. A net sensor uses the following steps (see Figure 3):

1. The transmitter sensor will be placed on the net pole next to the referee. One sensor will emit light parallel to the net white ribbon to the receiving sensor
2. The receiving sensor will be placed on the net post above the referee two and will receive light from the transmitter sensor
3. What if there is an object that blocks the light of the sensor's light the sensor feeds the sensor detects the presence of one of the players committing a violation that touches the net at that time, the sensor will signal to the referee that there is an error or a net error.
Digitalization in sports has become common (Rosenberg, 2001). The sports of football, tennis, and badminton have used electronic devices to help referees and match devices (Nurani, Sutomo, & Nuryani, 2018). Sensor LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) is one of the components of resistors whose resistance value will vary according to the intensity of light hitting this sensor (Papale & Hooks, 2018). LDR can also be used as a light sensor. The resistance value of this sensor depends heavily on the intensity of light technology (Johnson et al., 2016; Santos et al., 2017). The more light that hits it, the lower the resistance value is. Conversely, if less light hits the sensor (dark), the resistance value will increase so that the flowing electric current will be hampered.

Sporting achievement is a complex action that depends on many other factors, conditions, and influences. Elements of sports are as follows: 1. Skills and techniques (Bahri, Adisasmita, & Asmawi, 2016). 2. Abilities based on practice settings. 3. Adequate behavior for sportsmanship situations. 4. Strategy development. 5. Quality of affective behavior (Furqon, 1995). Sporting achievement is a highly complex activity that depends on many other factors, conditions, and influences. Elements of the sport are as follows: 1. Skills and techniques. 2. Abilities based on practice settings. 3. Adequate behavior for sportsmanship situations. 4. Strategy development. 5. Quality of affective behavior (Sofan, 2013). This research develops media devices to help referee the volleyball towards fair play championship results and professional referees by applying media assist censorship and video assistant referees (VAR) used during volleyball games. This media will help referees bring about a more professional match result (Kirkorian & Anderson, 2008).

Method

The purpose of this research is to produce new products in the form of refereeing media, namely censorship and video assistant referee (VAR), in assisting the leadership of referees in the fight to achieve fair play and professional referees. Researchers use research methods or Research and Development (R&D) (Agustini, Tomi,
A development research method is a research method used to produce a particular product and examines the effectiveness of that product. This research method is used to develop a new product or perfect an existing product. Using this development research is expected to help the performance of referees. Researchers will develop products in the form of VAR tool development. The study was titled "Development of error detection tools in performing VAR-based smashes and blocks towards referees." The research place will be conducted at the PBVSI Deli Serdang Provincial Government.

The population is a generalization area consisting of objects or subjects with certain quantities and characteristics determined by the researcher to be studied and then concluded. According to Sugiono (2007), the sample is part of the population. Following the opinion above, the population and sample in this study were the Deliserdang district players totaling 36 people with a small sample of 6 people, a large sample of 16, and a comparison sample of 14 from a sample of 6 nationally licensed referees and nine regionally licensed referees. Data collection in this study was carried out by filling out questionnaires by media experts, material experts, several volleyball referees, and players to get assessments, responses, criticisms, and suggestions (Munasifah, 2009).

This study uses descriptive analysis according to its development (Wang et al., 2009). The initial stage of this development was carried out by making the initial VAR and sensor products, then validated by media experts and materials experts, then the stage I development revision was obtained. The initial product was revised according to input from media experts and materials experts, and then a product that was ready to be tested was obtained. The next stage is a trial with several volleyball referees, and then the final product revision is obtained. The instrument in this development research uses a questionnaire in the form of a statement (Komaruddin, 2016), accompanied by a suggestion column on the next page. The questionnaire was given to media experts, material experts, instrument validators, and PBVSI Deli Serdang referees.

The research design used in this research is development research (Research and Development) called research-based development (Borg & Gall, 2007). Ten steps of design in development research are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Steps to Use Research and Development Methods (Sugiyono, 2010)
Results and Discussion

The development of player error detection tools when performing smashes and blocks in Volleyball matches based on Net Sensors, and experts in their field validate VAR. Validation is defined as an act of proof appropriately that each material, process, procedure, activity, or mechanism used in production and supervision will always achieve the desired results (Li et al., 2015). Validation also determines the viable and inappropriate products according to the advice given by validators (Cheng, 2021).

It is expected that with this validation, the product results will be optimal by its use. The first test is done after this tool's initial design or design has been observed, corrected, and declared worthy of trial by experts. Evaluation is carried out to improve the product according to the advice and input. The results of testing and evaluation of this development research are given below.

Validation of Materials

Expert material which became a validator in this development research is Amsyah Sijabat S.Pd. He is a nationally licensed referee and is the Referee's Kabid Deliserdang. Researchers chose him as a material expert because his understanding of Volleyball and Volleyball refereeing is adequate. Aspects in material validation include physical, design, and use (see Figure 5).

![Material Expert Results Data](image)

**Figure 5. Data Diagram of Material Expert Results**

**a) Stage I**

The data collection of Material Expert stage I was conducted in 2021. Material Experts rated physical aspects 75%, design aspects 75%, and usage aspects 72.5%, with a total score of 73.8% and included in the criteria "Feasible." Moreover, it advises that sensor warning lights be replaced with brighter ones to make it easier for referees in the event of a violation.
b) **Stage II**

The data collection of the Material Expert phase II was carried out. The Material Expert assessed 90% physical aspects, 90% design aspects, and 92.5% usage aspects with a total score of 91.3% and included in the "Very Eligible" criteria. Furthermore, it gives feedback that the net sensor and VAR can be used without revision.

**Media Validation**

The media expert who became the validator in this development research was Sigintoro Sibarani A.Md. The researcher chose him as a media expert because his understanding of the programming field is adequate. Aspects in material validation include physical, design, and use (see Figure 6).

![Media Expert Results Data](image)

**Figure 6. Data Diagram of Media Experts**

*a. Stage I*

The first phase of data collection by Media Experts was carried out in 2021. Media Experts assessed 80% physical aspects, 80% design aspects, and 72.5% usage aspects with a total score of 76.3% and included in the "Eligible" criteria. The validator provides suggestions for making the camera more robust during use.

*b. Stage II*

Media expert data collection was carried out in 2021. Media Expert assessed 90% physical aspect, 90% design aspect, and the use aspect is 95% with a total score of 92.5% and is included in the "Very Eligible" criteria. Net and VAR sensors can be used without revision. The following is the data from the media validator stage I and stage II, which are concluded in tables and diagrams.

**Product Implementation Trial**

*a) Small Group Trial*

The small group trial was held at the Volleyball Field of the PBVSI Deliserdang Regency Government with 12
respondents, including six referees and six athletes. The results of a small group test questionnaire regarding "Development of a Player Error Detecting Tool When Doing Smashes and Blocks in a Volleyball Match Based on Net Sensors and VAR Towards Professional Referees" resulted in scores including: (1) Referee Ratings on Physical Aspects 82%, Design Aspects / Display 81%, and Aspect Usage 80.5% with a total score of 81% with the "Eligible" category. (2) Athletes' assessment on the Physical Aspect is 83.3%, Design/Display Aspect 83.3%, and Usage Aspect 82.2% with a total score of 82.7% in the "Eligible" category. The results obtained can be interpreted that the tool can be tested to the next stage with a slight revision (see Figure 7).

![Small Group Trial Questionnaire Results](image1)

Figure 7. Diagram of Small Group Trial Questionnaire Results

b) Large Group Trial

The large group trial was held at the PBVSI Deliserdang Regency Volleyball Field with 25 respondents, including nine referees and 16 athletes. The trial was carried out in 1 meeting. The following is the large group trial data, which is concluded in tables and diagrams (see Figure 8).

![Large Group Trial Questionnaire Results](image2)

Figure 8. Diagram of Large Group Trial Questionnaire Results
The results of a large group test questionnaire regarding "Development of a Player Error Detecting Tool When Doing Smashes and Blocks in Volleyball Matches Based on Net Sensors and VAR Towards Professional Referees" resulted in scores including: (1) Referee Ratings on Physical Aspects 91.5%, Design/Display Aspect 90.5%, and Usage Aspect 90.5% with a total score of 90.8% in the "Very Eligible" category. (2) Assessment of athletes on the Physical Aspect 92.5%, Design/Display Aspect 93.2%, and Usage Aspect 92.6% with a total score of 92.7% with the category "Very Eligible," which means that the Net Sensor and VAR These are appropriate to be used as a means to assist referees in making decisions as an effort to create professional referees.

c) Comparative Trial

The comparative trial was held with 14 respondents at the Lubuk Pakam Sports Building, Deli Serdang. The trial was carried out in 1 meeting. The following is the large group trial data, which is concluded in tables and diagrams (see Figure 9).

![User Test Result Data Diagram](image)

The results of the comparative trial questionnaire regarding "Development of a Player Error Detecting Tool When Doing Smashes and Blocks in Volleyball Matches Based on Net Sensors and VAR Towards Professional Referees" resulted in scores including: (1) Referee Ratings on Physical Aspects 91.8%, Aspects Design/Display 92.9%, and Aspects of Use 92.7% with a total score of 92.5% in the "Very Eligible" category. Thus it can be interpreted that the Net and VAR sensors are appropriate to assist referees in making decisions to realize professional referees.

The development of a player error detection tool when smashing and blocking in a VAR-based volleyball match towards a professional referee is designed and produced into a product in the form of training aids to improve referee performance and assist referees in making decisions in every match. The development process follows
the procedure of research and development (R&D) through planning, production, and evaluation. Then the product is developed with the help of someone who is an expert in technicians. After the initial product is produced, it needs to be evaluated by experts through expert validation and needs to be tested on respondents. The research phase was conducted by evaluating the tools aimed at material experts and media/tool experts, then tested in small groups, continued to the large group trial phase, and finally tested on comparisons. This research and development study aims to develop tools to assist referees in making decisions on every violation in front of the net. The topics for discussion include components. This development used the camera more and added a sensor positioned on the net. The camera and sensor are made into one part with a support that is iron, the footing or pedestal of the product using iron shaped according to the diameter of the volleyball net. This product is also designed not to use cables connected to electricity in its use. This product is designed to use a battery to be easy to transport and can be used in an open environment away from electricity. Usage aspects of using sensor nets and VARs include how to use them and how these floats function when they are used. The developer specializes that this tool can be used during practice and matches to help the referee's performance in overseeing the match and assisting the referee in making decisions so that it is not considered controversial.

The results of the expert validation data show that the product is suitable for use, but with some improvements according to the advice of the expert, including (1) Material Expert: the sensor warning light is replaced with a brighter one to make it easier for the referee in the event of a violation. (2) Media Expert: the camera is made sturdier when in use. From these suggestions, researchers have made improvements according to the direction of expert validation. Implementing the trial research process for small groups, large group trials, and comparison trials went well and smoothly, where data collection was carried out on two different dates, namely Thursday 22 February 2020 and Tuesday 26 February 2020. The sample in this study was (1) PBVSI Deliserdang referee who already has a regional and national level referee license, (2) Volleyball athletes whom PBVSI Deliserdang fosters. The quality of "Development of a Player Error Detecting Tool When Smashing and Blocking in a VAR-Based Volleyball Match towards a Professional Referee" is included in the "Very Eligible" criteria. As well as in the assessment of small group trials, large group trials, and comparison trials. Respondents feel happy and enthusiastic about this product because respondents feel that this product can help the referee's performance, so that every referee's decision that players and officials do not accept can be proven true with this product. The test results can be described in the following discussion:

**d) Testing of Material Experts**

Testing of material experts is carried out in two stages. The results of the material expert validator as a whole are "Fair," where the results are obtained from the material validator's assessment of the developed tool, seen from the Physical, Design, and Use aspects. The validator assesses that the tool can be used as a medium to help monitor the course of a volleyball match where the camera is positioned to monitor the movement in front of the net from each competing team. Furthermore, the validator provides an assessment that this development is expected to improve the quality and quality of referees in making decisions in every match. Thus the net and VAR sensors that have been developed are suitable for use in supporting and improving the performance of volleyball referees as judges in volleyball matches so that the hope of achieving professional referees can be
realized in the future.

e) Testing for Media Experts

Submission to Media Experts is carried out in two stages. The result of the media validator as a whole is "Decent," where the results are obtained from the media validator's assessment of the developed tool. Judging from the physical aspect, the validator assesses that the physical form of the bag as a whole follows the tools/media commonly used in assisting referees to oversee the match. In the design aspect, the validator assesses that the tool developed has a minimalist form so that it does not interfere with the referee's views in charge of the match. Furthermore, on the aspect of use, the validator provides an assessment that this tool can be used and assists the referee in supervising and assisting the referee in making decisions.

f) Testing of Respondents

The respondent's or user's questionnaire results in the small group test regarding "Development of a Player Error Detecting Tool When Smashing and Blocking in a VAR-Based Volleyball Match towards a Professional Referee" shows that the user's overall rating is categorized as "Decent." These results are seen from several aspects: on the Physical Aspect, researchers saw the response from users who were very enthusiastic about using this tool. The researcher also saw that the user could use the tool according to the specified usage directions. In the Design/Display Aspect, the researcher saw that the user in using this tool was seen without experiencing problems due to the minimalist shape of the tool and did not use cables. Furthermore, researchers saw a good response from users since they first saw this tool on the aspect of use. Users also asked questions about the tools being developed. The results of the assessment above indicate that this tool is feasible to use as a tool to assist referees in supervising and assisting referees in making decisions. However, from this small group trial results, the tool still has shortcomings before being tested in large group trials. The results of the respondents' or users' questionnaires in the large group test regarding "Development of a Player Error Detecting Tool When Smashing and Blocking in a VAR-Based Volleyball Match towards a Professional Referee" indicate that the overall assessment is categorized as "Very Appropriate." These results are seen from several aspects: on the Physical Aspect, researchers saw the response from users who were very enthusiastic about using this tool. The researcher also saw that the user could use the tool according to the specified usage directions. In the Design/Display Aspect, the researcher saw that the user in using this tool was seen without experiencing problems due to the minimalist shape of the tool and did not use cables.

Furthermore, researchers saw a good response from users since they first saw this tool on the aspect of use. Users also asked questions about the tools being developed. The results of the assessment above show that this tool is feasible to use as a tool to assist referees in supervising and assisting referees in making decisions. The results of the respondent’s or user’s questionnaire on the Comparison trial regarding "Development of a Player Error Detecting Tool When Smashing and Blocking in a VAR-Based Volleyball Match towards Professional Referees" show that the overall assessment is categorized as "Very Appropriate." These results are seen from several aspects: on the Physical Aspect, researchers saw the response from users who were very
enthusiastic about using this tool. The researcher also saw that the user could use the tool according to the specified usage directions. In the Design/Display Aspect, the researcher saw that the user in using this tool was seen without experiencing problems due to the minimalist shape of the tool and did not use cables. Moreover, on the aspect of use, researchers saw a good response from users since they first saw this tool. Users also asked questions about the tools being developed. The results of the assessment above show that this tool is feasible to use as a tool to assist referees in supervising and assisting referees in making decisions.

Conclusion

Based on the results of the research and discussion that have been described, it can be concluded that:

1. Net and VAR Sensors, which were developed in the Development of Player Error Detecting Devices When Smashing And Blocking in VAR Based Volleyball Matches towards Professional Referees, are suitable to assist referees in monitoring matches and making decisions. This result is obtained from the data from expert validation, including: (1) Material experts 92.3% with the "Very Eligible" category. (2) Media Expert 92.5% with "Very Eligible."

2. Respondents (Users) gave a good response with this Net and VAR Sensor tool to assist the referee in overseeing the match and making decisions. This finding is based on the results of the user questionnaires in small-scale trials on referees and athletes with a percentage of 81% and 82.7%, respectively. In large-scale trials on referees and athletes, the resulting percentages were 90.8% and 92.7%, respectively. While in the comparison trial, the percentage produced is 92.5%.

3. “Development of a Player Error Detecting Tool When Smashing and Blocking in a VAR-Based Volleyball Match Towards a Professional Referee” who is declared "Very Eligible" is based on the last trial conducted on referees and athletes with the following overall assessment: (1) Rating referee on Physical Aspects 91.5%, Design/Display Aspects 90.5%, and Usage Aspects 90.5% with a total score of 90.8% in the "Very Eligible" category. (2) The athlete's assessment on the Physical Aspect is 92.5%, the Design/Display Aspect is 93.2%, and the Usage Aspect is 92.6%, with a total score of 92.7% in the "Very Eligible" category.

4. “Development of a Player Error Detecting Tool When Smashing and Blocking in a VAR-Based Volleyball Match towards a Professional Referee” is also supported by trials on comparison samples to measure the feasibility level of the developed tool. The comparative trial assessment results are as follows: Assessment on Physical Aspects 91.8%, Design/Display Aspects 92.9%, and Usage Aspects 92.7% with a total score of 92.5% in the "Very Eligible" category. Thus, the overall assessment of this product is “Very Eligible” as a medium or means to assist referees in overseeing matches and making decisions.

Recommendations

Based on the results of research and discussion that have been described, it produces recommendations including:

1. The research results on developing a player error detection tool when smashing and blocking in a VAR-
based volleyball match to a professional referee after going through expert tests, small groups, large
group tests, and comparisons were feasible and recommended for volleyball matches.

2. This product can also assist referees in supervising matches and making decisions when there is doubt in
the referee's leadership.

3. After several tests, this media can be used as an auxiliary medium for volleyball refereeing courses.

4. Researchers who want to develop this product should be investigated further with wider problems.
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